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Utiiversify gift five-opal brooch - honorary Doctorate 
PRINCESS TO 
SEE SEMPER 
PRINCESS ALEXANDRA has asked for copies of this year's 
issues of "Semper Floreat" through her Lady-in-waiting, Lady 
Moyra Hamilton. 
ALEXANDRA 
OF KENT 
^'Feay In 
visii io 
Varsiiy • . . 
PR I N C E S S Alexandra was "terrified" about 
what prankish students 
might have planned for 
her University visit. 
A student had been told 
by the Princess at an 
earlier Tour function: "I 
have visited a University 
before, and I am terrified 
that students may harm 
me." 
This could have been an 
explanation of what some 
students described as 
Princess Alexandra's "ner-
vousness" at thc beginning 
of her University visit. 
However, students were 
remarkably well-behaved, 
and the Princess immedi-
ately relaxed. 
She is believed to be particu-
larly interested (and amused) in 
this year's Commem. issue. 
The Royal tiartv lo>as told of the issue 
during its North Queensland tour, and stu-
dent ref>resenlalives n>cre asl(ed to arrange 
this gear's copies lo be sent. 
Princess Alexandra's visit set an informal 
atmosphere of spontaneous gaiety, which made 
it a huge success. 
Eleven students were presented in the 
Main Library. 
^ • 1^  • 
TIIE illUEr "^^^ students, ail prominent in 
In t mnty. union or Sports Union affairs, 
are: Union president Anthony Morton, 
president-elect Nick Clark, David Fraser, 
Leith Fraser, Jack Carlisle, Guri Duro, Barry 
Molloy, Robert Tan, Helen Russell, and Miss 
J. Crombie. 
An honour guard of gowned students, Uni-
versity Regiment and University Squadron 
members lined the road between the Library 
and the Union Building. 
ik it: it ic 
Women's club president, Rosalind Gres-
ham, presented the Princess with a flve-
stone opal brooch in a white-gold setting— 
a gift from the University. 
Hundreds of students thronped the G.P. 
but after thc visit—to polish off the Union's free 50 gallons. 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
M ITIUCDtnv. "^'•^ '^ Princess Alexan-IIINtKAKY: dra's full University iUner-
ary as It was on Monday. 
After being greeted by the Chancellor 
(Sir Albert Axon) and Lady Axon on arrival 
at 10.30 a.m., the Princess met other Uni-
versity authorities, and then retired to the 
robing room for the degree ceremony. 
Princess Alexandra walked along a 
covered way to 
rji' r\ 5J 
i ime DOX 
Sealed Up 
*riME-BOX" Jim ftlied into 
a recess behind llic nen> Union 
Building memorial plaque 1\'hich Princess 
Alexandra unveiled al St. Lucia on 
Monday, 
Thirty-five articles were placed in the air-
tight, stainless steel box, 20" x 12" x 2", 
and Union officials hope if will not be 
opened "for a long time." 
A 
the marquee, 
and, after con-
ferring of the 
degree, went 
to the Library 
to sign the 
Visitors Book 
and meet stu-
dent presen-
tees. 
Mr. J. D. Story, University 
Vice-chancellor, and other 
University big-wigs also were 
presented to the Princess. 
From there she walked to 
the new Union Building site, 
to unveil a memorial plaque, 
behind which is sealed a 
,A Union "time box." 
She left half-an-hour be-
hind schedule. 
SCENE FROM 1958 COMMEJi., ONE OF 
THE PHOTOGRAPHS SEALED IN THE 
UNION "TIME" BOX. 
The contents of the box are:— One Uni-
versity Crest; one pamphlet, "The University 
and its Courses"; one pamphlet, "University 
Week"; one University of Qucensfand Hand-
book; one University tie; one University 
pennant; one envelope containing currency 
to the value £1/13/104-; two University 
badges; four Centenary postage stamps; one 
Union Songbook; one "Whacko"; one "Sun-
day Mail"; one Union building "Semper 
Floreat"; one Commem. edition "Semper 
Floreat"; photographs of the following: 
Scene at Commem. Ball, 1958; Union 
Council meeting (fwo); Sf. Lucia University 
(six.); Sketch of the Union building; Gover-
nor's visit (two); Colleges (three); Revue 
scenes (two). 
«^ 
Philippines 
I Cup rare win 
By Univenify Debaling Team Captain PETER BRAY. 
FOR the first t ime since 1953, and only t l ie th i rd t ime in 20 years, Queensland won the Phi l ip-
pines Cup at the recent Adelaide In ter -Vars i ty 
Dehating Festival. 
The team comprised Daryl 
Douglas as third speaker, P. 
Gillies as second, and P. Bray 
as leader, with R. Hulme the 
reserve. 
We were soundly defeated 
with a unanimous decision in 
our first contest with Sydney, 
in attempting to prove that 
"New States should be estab-
lished In Australia." 
"Wedding" breakhst 
H a d h i s 
AroubleiS 
A.U.P. NEWS 
A D E L A I D E University's Drama Festival play, 
"Member of the Wedding," 
left Adelaide without hav-
ing obtained thc rights to 
perform thc play, 
Thc play had been staged in 
Adelaide on four nights 
without the required license. 
This catnstrope completed a 
week of trouble for A.U.D.S. 
President, Gregory R y s 
Branson, vetemn University 
actor and producer, who ap-
peared in the Adelaide 
Police Court on the day be-
fore his departure for Bris-
bane on five separate 
charges. 
Cutlery eaUh 
.Mr. Branson fiad been caught 
in St. Ann's College, by the 
Principal of tlic University 
Women's College, concealing 
all the cutlery in an at-
tempt to upset the college's 
breakfast arrangements. 
Thc Principal panicked, called 
thc police, and had Branson 
charged with breaking ami 
entering wifh intent fo steal, 
being illegally on the pre-
mises and evading thc police 
and so on. 
College ire 
All the charges were dropped 
Thc unnecessary publicity 
raised considerable anger 
amongst thc college inmates. 
Mr. Branson's worries ended 
when the play licence was 
obtained before it finally 
went on stage here. 
DARYL DOUGLAS 
Our second attempt was 
more successful, but only just, 
as we barely managed to 
prove that "Psychology is the 
astrology of this centry" 
against Tasmania, in a de-
bate that never produced 
strong contending arguments. 
On Saturday evening, we 
gained a unanimous decision 
over Western Australia, in 
denying that "Fear Governs 
our Existence," but all the ad-
judications were by very nar-
row margins. 
—(Confd. on P. 2) 
I m i YOU TRIED A CAMEL (TOP) LATELY! 
| & YAKI (RIGHT). ALL THE BEST PEOPLE USED! 
' ^ E M FOR SAFE, SPEEDY TRANSPORT TO U.Q, TOS 
SEE AN IMPORTANT VISITOR. t 
; ltfJ}>f.t).QJ).l).t^i}•»i)J}.i)•if•i)•'t>^i^>}•|f•'i^Pf•^'}•f•t}•i}.l3 
BALL WA.S 
EXTENDED 
SEMPER congratulates the 
University Senate on the 
University Ball. 
This fine gesture by the 
Senate was tremendously im-
portint In fostering staff-
student relations, and the 
Ball's success was well-de-
served. 
The ofTicial pre-Ball recep-
tion was held at the Bellevue. 
More than lOQO attended 
the Ball, which was extended 
to 2 a.ni. by popular request. 
It was scheduled to have 
ended at 1 a.m. 
Verdict: visit 
was "bottler" 
POLICE on duty at St. Lucia for Princess Alexandra's 
University visit were complimented on their tactfully informal 
handling of thc event. 
They closely followed their instructions to 
allow student siehtseers as much .latitude 
(nnd longitude) as possible. 
In return, students were well-behaved. Sue 
Priestley presented a DucJiesne fresherette to 
a startled Princess as the "Centenary Pine-' 
apple Queen" just after the formal degree 
ceremony. . 
Senators sat on the marquee's dnis with i 
other academic staff seated on both sides '•• 
facing the audience. I 
After the Invocation, read by Archbishop 
Duhig, Sir Albert admitted Her Royal High-
ness to thc honorary degree, and Gaudeamus 
concluded the ceremony. 
After the Library presentations, the Prin-' 
cess went down the front stairs througli 
the Library's main entrance, to the new 
Union buildings, where president Tony Mor-
.-^«^ ton asked her to unveil a commemorative' 
^^t-'n)> plaque. 
Take Advantage 
OF THIS - V 
SERVICE 
" .Taxation .Savings 
HouJc Loarii 
_ Mortgage . Projec-
tion 
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"A Dangerous Clique 
Could Develop Here 
(BY PROSPERO) 
YARIOUS people seem to be getting ex-
cited about the "unofficial" ban on 
Tom Lehrer's record, but there seems 
Uttle l i k e l i h o o d of t h e b a n b e i n g r e m o v e d . 
E.M.I, agreed to wi thdraw t h e record after 
the Customs D e p a r t m e n t had t h r e a t e n e d to hold 
up all future consignments to E.M.I, if they 
didn't . This seems a grossly une th ica l way of 
doing business, bu t apparent ly it is no t a t all 
unusual . 
The whole affair is very disturbing. I hold no par-
ticular brief for Lehrcr. What I havc heard of his record 
sounds to mc like unhealthy and unfunny rubbish, bui thai 
Is no reason for banning it. 
* * * * * * 
THE HYSTERICAL reaction of a couple of senior 
Boy Scouts whicii stampeded the Police Commissioner into 
ordering a thoroughly futile investigation merely gave 
Lehrer some free publicity and the bans imposed, first, 
by tho A.B.C. and then by H.M. Customs have, as usual, 
elevated Lehrer's tripe to the level of fine art and biting 
satire. 
Thus, wc see a vast amount of vicious immaturity on 
both sides. THE MOST disturbing 
element, however, is the 
fact that the Customs De-
partment has the power to 
act in this way. 
Obviously, there is more 
at stake here than the 
right of a few vodka-
drinklng bohemians lo 
listen to smutty records. 
It seems quite clear that 
any clique of bigoted and 
unscrupulous p e r s o n s 
could, if they got control 
of thc Customs' Depart-
ment, "unofllcially" pro-
hibit the publication of 
any work with which they 
disagreed. 
This frightening possi-
bility Is by no means re-
mote and the Federal 
Government should act 
immediately to prevent it. 
V/HO SAID THAT V/ORD . . f 
Only way to raise the standard 
is to contribute copy yourself 
l l / r iSREPRESENTATION in arl is only a typical example of lhe many lillle hypocrisies on which 
i 'J - 1 l„;.,.r.;i„ „.-„J„ inleliectuals base their excuse for exislence. Universily pseudo 
They attempt to justify 
their parasitic existence In 
the c o m m u n i t y on the 
giounds that they are fur-
thering the arts (art for art's 
sake!) Rot! 
Art for MY sake would be 
nearer the truth. It repre-
sents an easy way to live on 
the gullibility of the com-
munity. 
The amount of genuine 
work contributed (in propor-
tion to the vast masses pro-
fessing to uphold the arts) Is 
negligible. 
Such work as is submitted 
to this publication is, in gen-
eral, full of 'T's and "my 
opinion"s proceeding from 
sonorous and patently empty 
vessels; the air of authority 
with which they are deUv-
ered, and the bombastic style 
are ludicrous. 
—"ARTISAN." 
A Reply to Prospero 
DEAR Sir.—In reply to the art icle fay Prospero on t h e Q.L.P.-D.L.P. in Semper of 29th J une , I 
wish to comment on the art icle as the Secretary of 
t h e Universi ty of Queensland—Queensland Labour 
Club. 
The necessity of a two party 
system is agreed but when a 
How was 
that again? 
Found in an old neiHspaper lile: 
ONE of thc greatest tra-gedies In politics was that 
a man kept on holding a scat 
until he died or was defeated, 
said Mr. T. A. Hiley, M.L.A., 
yesterday, addressing mem-
bers of thc Queensland 
Women's Electoral League. 
Mr. Hiley saitV that thc 
average man or woman enter-
ing politics had a certain con-
tribution to make. 
It would normally bc said 
that tills contribution had 
been made after three or six 
years, and a wise party 
should ahvays endeavour to 
review its members regularly. 
—COURIER-MAIL, JUNE 5, 
1945, PAGE 3. 
IT'S (SNIFF), A TERRIBLY 
X; SAD, SAD STORY.. IT was dark and quiet le entered the General Purpose. HaU. 
1 had gone there to get away from the noise and chatter of the Refectory and to be 
alone and think for a while. I walked among the piles of broken chabrs, raising dust as 
The Perils of Evangeline 
and said; "Miss Evangeline, is 
something the matter?" 
Oh, oh, oh, oh, she said. 
Why are you so unhappy? 
She spoke falteringly at 
first, but then gradually, gain-
tag control of herself, her 
words came more freely. It's 
the beastly (sob) union (sob) 
fee rise (sob, sob). It's all I 
can do to raise enough money 
for the university fees and this 
extra two pounds ten is more 
than I can stand. 
THAT'S the unfortunate thing about a democracy. 
The unfortunate few must 
suffer hi order that the major-
city may gain. 
Oh, I know all that, but it 
seems so unfair, so impersonal, 
I feel like a small cog In a 
big machtae. Ah, it is cruel, 
cmel. 
BUT two pounds ten, it is not a large sum, surely? 
To you, perhaps, it does not 
seem a large amount but to 
me it might as well be a mil-
lion pounds for all the chance 
I have of obtaining it. There 
is no way I could make my 
miserable pittance extend to 
an extra £2/10/-. 
I sneezed. 
Once or twice I thought I 
heard a sound—a cough or, 
perhaps, a sob. 
I stood and listened. I heard 
it again, very plainly this time. 
Tiiere was no mistaking it. 
Someone was crying. 
I worked my way tlirough 
the chairs towards the source 
of the sound, and finally in 
the darkest corner, a pathetic 
sight, I came upon Evangeline. 
AH, gentle reader, what a 
- ^ sorry sight was before my 
eyes! How my heart went out 
to this poor creatui'e! 
She had been crying for 
some time and her eyes were 
all red and swollen, and the 
dust had mixed with her tears 
leaving dirty trails down her 
cheeks. 
Poor neglected Evangeline! 
r 
\J%feiv body 
With some financial as- ' ' 
sistancc from the Unlvcr-
l;sity of Queensland Union 
;;a delegation from Queens-
;; land has formed a National 
;i Veterinary Faculty Asso-
<leiation in Sydney. 
\\ First Faculty Bureau 
1; Director is Yeerongpillyilc 
;; Stirling Hogarth-Scott. I 
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L. 
ENSEIGNER A LIRE, TELLE SERAIT 
LA SEULE ET LA VERITABLE FIN 
D'UN ENSEIGNEMENT BIEN EN-
TENDU; QUE LE LECTEUR SACHE, 
LIRE ET TOUT EST SAUVE.—Peguy. 
At Barker's you will flnd critical 
works and commentaries on all the 
authors to be studied in the French 
course, also plays, poetry, biography 
and cheap editions of modern 
French novels. 
If we have not the book you need, 
we shall order It from France at your 
request. 
BARKER'S BOOK STORE 
196 EDWARD STREET 
To see her normally, in the 
library gaily taking notes, or 
reading whatever books she 
was fortunate enough to lay 
her hands on, or laughing and jokhig in tlie Refectory, one 
could litile imagine that grief 
was eating her heart, tearing 
at her vitals as once in ancient 
Greece did the fox the Spar-
tan boy. 
Suddenly I could contain 
myself no longer. 
1 sat down beside her, took 
her two small hands in mine. 
. . . AND THEN, THE SUN WAS 
SHINING, BIRDS SINGING 
Y O U see—I had meant to keep this a secret, but there is 
•*• no point In it any more—you see, my background is a 
mystery to me, 
I "do not know my parents 
—I was brought up by a kind-
hearted old lady who took me 
Into her home at a tender age. 
Just before I was to leave 
school, she died, and I was 
left without a friend In the 
world. 
But she did leave me some 
money and with that I deter-
mined to see myself through 
the University, and become a 
living testimony to that fine 
old lady's generosity. 
By scrimping and saving I 
have managed to struggle 
this far but now, with this 
fee rise, I cannot go on. My 
spirit is broken. (Here she be-
gan to weep afresh). 
I could think of nothing to 
say to this touching, moving 
speech, but merely remain 
silent and blink back the tears 
which started to my eyes. 
Then, with the bllndhig 
force of a flash of lightning, I 
was struck with an idea tliat 
could be the solution of her 
problems. So remarkable was 
this inspiration—it seemed al-
most heaven-sent — that i 
could only whisper: "You 
could sell your virtuel" 
At once was her counten-
ance illuminated as with a 
divine radiance, the tears 
ceased to flow, her brow 
cleared, and she smiled—Why 
the hell didn't I think of it 
before? 
Outside the sun was shin-
hig, the birds singing. 
THOUGHTS ON THE PUBLIC SERVICE 
The job I loatbe—ttt e>eb and every part. 
StlU more I loathe the dresnr pettr itrUe 
Thkl tntkei me lire «t fix removei from Ufe. 
It tlink»—end I *m re»dr to depsrt. 
—ARI8TIDES Q. FEATQERSTONE. 
party has served its purpose 
it dies and must be replaced 
by another if the two party 
system Is to survive. At this 
time, there must be three 
parties. 
Apply this to our party sys-
tem, the AIJ.P. is embroiled in 
the plans of Communists and 
Unity tickets show the direc-
tion the A.L.P. is fast head-
ing. In its policy, the A.L.P. 
has the word socialism. Dy-
ing, the A.LP. must be re-
placed. The Q.L.P. emerges. 
—ALAN McKAY. 
T\EAR Sirs.—If "RJ.J.", who 
^ doesn't want outmoded 
lingo in Union referenda, saw 
flt to vote for the new method 
of changing the Union's Con-
stitution, then his plea will be 
answered. 
Under the new system 
referenda questions can be 
framed in a single question, 
leaving Union Council to de-
cide on the legal lingo neces-
Harm to 
Inquiry? 
A.U.P. News. 
THE meeting arranged by "On Dit," the Adelaide 
University student news-
paper, on the Stuart case 
was ultimately cancelled in 
the last week of second 
term. 
Father Thomas Dixon 
and Dr. A. C. Castles were 
going to speak on the case 
and answer any questions. 
All the major Australian 
daily newspapers were in-
terested in the meeting. 
The "On Dit" offlce was 
plagued w i t h Inquiries 
throughout the morning of 
the meeting. 
Several telephone calls 
were received from persons 
closely connected with the 
case requesting the Editor 
of "On Dit," Mr. R. H, 
Corbet, to cancel the meet-
ing since they felt it would 
adversely affect the Royal 
Commission lookuig into 
several aspects of the case. 
pressure 
Following considerable 
pressure from numerous 
quarters, Mr. Corbet finally 
cancelled the meeting just 
15 minutes before it was 
due to begin. 
"On Dit" was rather con-
cerned that the public had 
been led to believe that 
the furore over the Stuart 
Case was another effort on 
the part of thc Howard 
Reform League to have 
capital punishment abol-
ished in South Australia. 
sary to incorporate the deci-
sion of the electorate In tlie 
Constitution. 
Come and vote next year 
and see the difference. 
Yours faithfully, 
-.N.LC. 
Narrow win over 
Adelaide polish 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 
THIS left us, very surprisingly, in the final against the powerful and experienced Adelaide team. 
windfall, we will probably be 
debarred from future com-
Before a most responsive 
crowd of about 300 people in 
the new Union Hall we gained 
a very narrow win, as wit-
nessed by the fact that the 
two adjudicators who fav-
oured us saw fit to do so by 
only three and four marks re-
spectively. 
The subject "Freedom and 
Security Are Incompatible" 
provided an interesting and 
contentious argument on each 
side. 
Precise fluency and 
incisive wit 
Queensland, on the nega-
tive side, were helped by a 
great deal of luck, the clear 
and precise fiuency of Pete 
GllUes and the intelligent and 
incisive wit of Daryl Douglas 
in stemming the flow of the 
superior polish of the home 
team. 
We owe a vote of thanks to 
Adelaide for the splendid way 
In which they lived up to 
their reputation for first-class 
hospitality. 
We may need a 
National body 
A vote of thanks is due also 
to Mr. Finucan, our Patron, 
for a useful material gift and 
also to Mr. Howard and Mr. 
Cooke for the time they all 
spent In selecting the team. 
ITtiis seems an opportune 
place to mention that having 
received this unexpected 
petitions by the union's seces-
sion from N.U.A.U.S. 
Events such as the debathig 
festival show us how much of 
a peninsular Queensland is 
wlien it comes to keeping up 
with the times, and we can 
see no advantage in making 
ourselves an Island and thus 
denying future undergrads 
the chance to benefit as we 
have done. 
Not only ihls, but It would 
be well to consider that we, 
like Tasmania to-day, may 
one day need to look to the 
national body for some kind 
of protection. 
Commonwealth 
Dental Supply 
Coy. Pty. Ltd. 
City Bldgs., Edward St. 
(opp. Rothwclls) 
LEADING 
SUPPLIERS OF 
DENTAL 
STUDENTS' 
REQUIREMENTS 
AivicB given on locations 
for Practice, Purchase of 
Practices, Locums, etc. 
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Poor, dear, dead Rowena 
[CONTD. FROM TIIE LAST TIME] 
THE EDITORIAL SO FAR: Umbopo, fearless educated nigger, 
sils frozen on a frozen pond beside lohich reclines the elephant llial 
has just devoured his cruel bcloOcd . , . [jVoui read on] . . . 
REVOLTING as it was per se, its quasi-contented grin was all the more annoying for indexing 
its unmistakable pleasure at having recently eaten 
Rowena Crabchlld, my erstwhile beloved. 
This rude event came as a shock to me In a 
number of ways, associated and yet somehow dis-
tinct. 
Firstly, it suddenly occurred to me that she 
who had so lately refused me had already gone 
where refusals were pointless; secondly, there was 
the sheer physical rapidity of the thing; aloft in 
the fondling trunk one minute and whisked inside 
the next. 
But thirdly and most brutally, a shock sup-
ported and richly over toned by reflection: That ele-
phants, whom I had thought adamantly vegetarian, 
could on occasion enjoy the odd human being . . . . 
. . . I knew the beast was waiting for me. Once 
off that elephant-resistant surface and I would meet 
my beloved in a jiffy. 
* T!!r * ^ . * lir 
SO, cunningly, I sat and sat and sat, etc. Then after some hours, the elephant felt again the 
pangs of insatiable peckishness and, with one wist-
ful glance at my shiny, black, proteined curves, 
made off for the herbaceous borders, 
So after the long wait I was able to sneak away, 
But I could never have endured, I can tell you, 
without my trusty dog-eared copy of Semper. . . . 
Ah, yes, sons and daughters, it is from such 
small acknowledgments as this that we draw those 
monstrous resources of egotism that keep us going. 
THE END. 
Did they satirize 
their own play? 
Op the plays remaining. Western Ausualia with "Ghosts", Tasmania with "All My Sons", and Queensland with 
"Look Back in Anger", were more successful than either New 
England with "Love on tho Downbeat", or New South Wales 
with Edward Percy's "Shop on Sly Corner." 
These last plays failed 
mainly because of tlie quality 
of the play Itself, though both 
liad a certain amount of in-
terest, and both were saved 
by an excellent leading man. 
New England's John Her-
lithy, who played Earl Nolan 
in Davison's unbalanced play, 
was outstandingly good, and 
Daniell 
Art 
Florists 
. B6270 • 
Hotel Daniell Building 
FOR CORSAGES, 
BOUQUETS, etc. 
We deliver to Colleges 
Free of Cosl 
was in my opinion the most 
promising actor at Festival. 
He had a real understand-
hig of the character, and a 
certain detachment from the 
script succeeded where plug-
ging lines for everything they 
were worth was obviously a 
failure. 
NEW ENGLAND 
The most blatant fault of 
the play lay, I feel, in its 
production. For the first two 
acts the producers seemed to 
be playing every line as satire. 
What was being satirized 
was not very obvious — some 
Angi7 Young Man's pre-occu-
pation. with sex and grog 
seemed most likely—but any-
way, we all laughed. 
Then in the third act the 
actors attem{)ted to play it 
quite straight, nnd we saw 
that what the producers had 
been satirizing was theh' own 
play. 
Preoccupied 
with sex 
This just cannot be done. 
This play either needs the 
third act re-written, or an 
attempt to play the whole 
thing quite seriously, as Her-
lithy apparently did. 
Drama monopoly for play-conscious universities 
# SEMPER in this issue has devoted large sections to Inter-Varsity Drama Festival 
reviews, in line with the usual practice of other Australian University newspapers. Each 
play has been reviewed in detail, ^ t T T T ' t l f * -f 
either on this page, or pages five I J ^ - A 1 H 4 - / C k o i - t x r n 1 
or six Crazy Jane wrote all i lO lQ ICoLlVcll 
where needed'' 
BY CRArr MNE 
FOR the first time ever the Intervarsity drama festival was held 
in Brishane, in August. 
JOHN COPLEY 
F.B.O.A. (Hons.) 
Optometrist 
Old Town Hall Arcade 
68 QUEEN STREET, BRISBANE 
OPEN FRIDAY EVENINGS 
Phone 2 3952 or 481350 
In view of this limitation thc most that could bc expected 
from a festival would bc the presence of thosc few known 
to bc genuinely interested in the various aspects of drama 
throughout Auslralian Universities plus surely, the presence 
of the average intelligent student interested in the work of 
other universities in all fields. 
This apparently was too 
much to expect from provin-
cial Brisbane. The best house 
by far — as was to be ex-
pected — was for its own play 
— followed by New England's 
and then Sydney's. 
Seminars on the plays were 
poorly attended on the whole, 
and all the work involved in 
handling the Festival was left 
to the very limited few — 
hardly a dozen. 
Although a few benefited 
from seeing the plays it was 
ARTHUR MILLER 
holding it at the same few 
universities. 
At least the smaller univer-
sities would benefit from play-
ing in a really good theatre to 
an Intelligent and critical 
generally felt that the ex- audience, and this apparently 
periment had not been a great is more likely to revive inter-
success, and that more could est in a small society than 
be gained by holding future i importing more polished pro-
festivals at universities whose [ ductions from other unlversi-
interest In drama justified it. ties to show the locals — who 
even if this meant repeatedly! don't turn up. 
Melbourne of most interest 
FOR those who did attend, the Festival was defin Italy most valuable. 
Every production had some-
thing of value to offer for the 
plays had an interesting vari-
ety and reached a fairly high 
artistic standard. 
Though there was no ad-
judication, in my opinion the 
most interesting productions 
were by Melbourne, Adelaide 
and Sydney — in that order— 
although any comparison is 
really impossible because of 
the great variety in the type 
of play chosen. 
liciiiiiH 
liiiMiili 
JOHN OSBORNE 
POLISHED PRODUCTION 
A HIT M
ELBOURNE did Molina 
the only comedy of 
Its success depended entire-
ly on its slick production nnd 
acting and I consider it 
showed BrLsbane a polish and 
control beyond the reach of 
any local Little Theatre 
group. 
Impromptu 
butler good 
The completely unreal so-
phisticated atmosphere that 
producer David Collins ob-
tained through perfection by 
voice and movement was so 
Choice could have been 
npHE main fault 
•^ South Wales's worthier... 
I feel that a murder mys-
tery is rather an unfortunate 
choice for all but the most 
polished of amateur theatre 
groups as movement timing, 
speed of production and voice 
are most important factors in 
tlie play, and '•^^.^.r^.^^^.^.^j^i^r^^^.t^^r***.**-**' making It a 
^.S^ Z NEW SOUTH WALES S ° « T.,? 
Robert Bolton <^ v»<vr#^ s^«v»^ <s»*-<s»»<v»#.»<s^ »v»<si hinatc value 
wiih New 
production 
was that it went too slowly in 
the first act, which killed thc 
suspense for the rest of the 
play. This was partly caused, 
I believe, by an unfamiliar set. 
The leading actor. Bill 
Leatherdale, held the interest 
of the audience throughout 
r's "The Play's the Thing," 
festival. 
convincing that when the 
producer was forced at the last 
minutR to take the part of the 
butler. In a few minutes the 
audience was quite convinced 
that in this caste a really 
considerate butler always car-
ries a script — particularly as 
the wliole play was a satire 
on playwriting and playwrit-
ers. 
Paul Eddey, as the play-
wright Sandor Tural, was 
magnificent and gave by far 
the most technically brilliant 
performance at festival, al-
though Robin Hardiman and 
Be Ite Gucnzl also handled 
their partt; excellently though 
without seeming as much at 
home in manners comedy. 
I feel Robin would be bet-
ter in a role allowing even 
more scope for character act-
ing and relying less on verbal 
calisthenics — which is really 
all that the play consists of. 
as the detective at the end of 
the play, introduced some life 
so that the actors must be 
blamed as much as the set for 
the slowness of the play. 
However, Lilian Baxter 
handled the comic part of the 
old liousekeeper quite ade-
quately, and Wal Bachelor 
and Naomi Stirling were com-
petent. 
can more easily succeed, as was 
proved by Queensland, Vic-
toria and Western Australia's 
choice of plays. When the 
play itself is of considerable 
literary and theatrical value, 
it makes thc actor's task 
much easier, for slowness of 
pace, or one or two actors be-
low average cannot then des-
troy the wliole atmosphere 
and interest of the play. 
enough in the play to destroy 
its elegance and poise, and 
various minor production 
points accounted for its 
sparkle — sucli as the beau-
tiful touch of those three wise 
monkeys, and the deliberate 
playing of lines to a univer-
sity audience such as the 
comment on theatre critics. 
Nevertheless one was left 
with the niggling thought. 
"Beautifully done, but was it 
worth doing?" 
»#.r#sr#>^^.f^*^#^#^^^#.r#»##.r#.»^4' 
MELBOURNE 
j VARSITY CLUB POSSIBLE | 
I UNION president-elect, Nick Clark, saW yesterday that j 
} it Is hoped a University Club will be formed ihls year, | 
, •»»»• . - - • • • • • . • • - • •«• - •« - • , • He said be and the Hon.! 
No wreath, thanks 
SHOWN W. J. Sparkes's at-
tack on his article on War, 
Ian Walton reddened, dis-
tended, hissed and finally 
burst. 
We are scraping up the 
parts pursuant to giving the 
poor lad tlie biggest funeral 
he's ever had. 
• Scc.-clect, John Carlisle, | 
I would be starting discus-1 
i sions wilh the Men's Grnd-' 
I uates' Association during | 
I the coming vacation. i 
I linion members over 211 
I could provide the larger 
I portion of the club's re-
I quired membership. 
The only character who 
must infuse some sense of 
reality into his role is the 
young musician, Albert Adam, 
played by Leonard Peld. 
I do feel that it was the 
j fault of the author rather 
than the actor that he didn't 
completely succeed in doing 
this. 
" Wcil done, but 
was it worth i t ? " 
yet in this atmosphere these 
values are rather ludicrous, 
and the only point made In 
the play is that deceiving 
Adam is all for the best as it 
keeps him happy and allows 
him to write music which 
benefits everyone else. 
Thus Adam must not be al-
lowed to gain the affection of 
the audience or moral criteria 
enter the play — fatal to the 
ammoral manners comedy — 
yet the affection both Sandor 
and the primo donna hold for 
him must be credible. 
Yet nothing really Jarred 
! HERGA & CO. 
I 
} (A. and E. Bright) 
j 181 EDWARD ST. 
I B 4824 
I For all requirements 
j for Engineers, Sur-
' t'eyors and Architects 
GOOD WATCHES. CLOCKS' 
AND JEWELLERY I 
CORSAGE 
SPECULISTS 
BOUQUETS 
from 
London-
American 
Jlorists 
PHOxNES: 
FA 10.56, FA 1092 
After Hours U 2709 
Slate Insurance House, 
257-259 EDWARD ST. 
(oif Adelaiilo Sucel) 
BRISBANE . 
(Member Interflora) 
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More Centenary Verse 
A FURTHER example of our Centenary spiril 
in fostering local poetic talent. Thc collected verse will 
bc printed eventually by an Irish Nationalist press under 
the litlc. "We'll Siand Oui m the Cold, and freeze. For 
the Darling of the Antipodes." 
FLORA 
Cooktown 
face has 
FAUNA 
You'd better warn her 
Before you Fauna. 
Modest little 
Orchid 
No-one at your 
iquawhed. 
MORALITY 
Slay a«'ay from bright green hose. 
And blondes in pinksilk under-clofhcs. 
"Wait till thc parade has gone 
Before your belch drowns out the throng, 
Or before you rumple her new dress— 
Make her look a flt for a Princess. 
MR. MILES DAVIS... 
. . . A SUBTLE COME-BACK 
BY BRUCE WILSON 
TA^ 1949 a young negro trumpeter formed a nine-piece group 
ivhich made a feiv records for Capitol... and made jazz history. 
In lhe group, rvhich varied slightly from session lo 
session, tvere sucli mcn-of-lhc-fulure as Cerry Mulligan, C/iico 
Hamilton, John Lewis, Larry Bunl(er and Pete Candoli. 
Since then, the same young 
trumpeter, no longer young, 
has come a long way. 
In fact, U.S. polls show 
Miles Davis as the most popu-
lar jazz trumpeter in the 
world. 
Davis's career has been 
a series of ups and downs. 
After he pressed the 1949 
sides, which were the 
birth of cool jazz as dis-
tinct from bop, Davis be-
came as widely Icnown as 
the "revolution at Min-
I For Personal Service on ]\ 
LIFE ASSURANCE 
Consult 
il KENNETH A. LEMON, B.A.:I 
CONSULTIi\G >> 
;; REPRESENTATIVE 
\ '• for the 
:: A.M.P. SOCIETY 
;; TELEPHONES; 31 1130, 311981; ; 
; POSTAL ADDRESS: BOX 1404R,;' 
, G.P.O. BRISBANE. 
|: A.M.P. BUILDING, BRISBANE 
! ALSO AGENT FOR i 
; A.M.P. FIRE & GENERAL '' 
INSURANCE CO. LTD. * 
;. AN A.M.B. SUBSIDIARY, 
1 ^ ^ # ' » # > / ^ ^ ' ^ * ^ » # ^ # ^ ^ . f # # # # # # ^ LJ 
tons" which h a d brought 
on the bop era. 
Around 1953, Davis fell into 
the shadows, drowned by the 
formation of groups by men 
who had been in his 1949 
group—Gerry Mulligan's quar-
tet, the Modern Jazz Quartet, 
and so on. 
His style, although vastly 
different from that of, say, 
Dizzy Gillespie, fell out of 
fashion a little. 
However, about two years 
ago, Davis came back with a 
flourish . . . and lias never 
looked back. 
Perhaps the jazz public was 
a little tired of listening to so 
many trumpeters playing like 
Shorty Rogers; perhaps Davis 
subtlely changed his style . . . 
wlio knows. 
But what it amounts to is a 
big name for Miles Davis. 
IS style Is a little like 
John Lewis on piano. It 
Is penury, with no wasted 
notes. It rambl&s, ana probes, 
and stops for up to four or five 
bars. 
Its tone Is clearly-muted, if 
that makes sense. Mostly, it 
gives an air of thoughtful 
laziness. 
The last year has seen an 
Influx of Davis recordings. 
The latest one I've heard is 
"Milestones," featuring his 
small group . . . and it's a wow. 
/ RECENTLY had a 
lool( al lhe entertainment of-
fering on thc Cold Coast. . . 
H' 
BOOKS, FOUNTAIN PENS, STATIONERY 
AU Students' Requirements 
from 
PHONE B2921 BOX 872 L, G.P.O. 
"Queensland's Best Bookstore" 
JL. McLEOD 
107 ELIZABETH STREET, BRISBANE 
und Rockliumpton 
'"pHjE Cross must fall if Germany is to 
live." 
That was one of the many slogans of 
Nazism. 
<i- It is, in fact, typical of 
all the others, for it ex-
presses exactly the totali-
tarian spirit. The state 
was a great monolithic 
entity, synonymous with 
the Party. No activity or 
organisation could be tol-
erated unless it was sub-
ordinate to the Party. 
Thus religions with a loy-
alty to something transcend-
ing the State, minority groups 
with their own sub-cultures, 
dissident political parties and 
non-Nazi groups of all kinds 
were to be ruthlessly crushed, 
or, if that were not possible, 
rendered impotent. Unifor-
mity was the greatest virtue; 
independence the worst of all 
sins. 
"Society rather 
than State 
If the word "freedom" was 
used, it could have no other 
meaning than srniply "being a 
good Nazi"—surrendering one-
self completely to tlie State. 
In Australia, things are dif-
ferent. Ours is a pluralist 
society. The accent is on 
"society" rather than "State." 
The State is neutral: Society 
consists of many groups with 
differing ideas and aspira-
tions. 
There is no establislied 
church, no established party. 
People are free to believe 
what they like and to com-
bine with others who agree 
with them. In our country, we 
do not make a fetish of abso-
lute unity. 
Belief in 
toleration 
No opinion is establislied 
except the belief in the value 
of toleration and pluralism. 
Even this is not established 
too forcibly, for although we 
willingly move against crim-
inals whose acts are clearly 
against the common good, we 
are very unwilling to restrict 
groups a n d organisations 
whose evident aim is the de-
struction of 
our pluralist 
community. 
At least, I 
hope we don't, 
Of course, I 
may be wrong 
a b o u t this. 
Perhaps these 
gentlemen are the prophets of 
a new democracy in which 
minorities will be "forced to 
be free" by being denied the 
right to exist. 
State aid for 
church schools? 
Most of us feel tliat it is 
better to allow these groups 
to function within the plura-
list framework, rather than 
run into tlie danger of using 
totalitarian methods to sup-
press them. 
Believing that all this was 
at least the Implicit belief of 
all Australians, I therefore 
find it utterly disgusting that 
one of the main arguments 
used against granting aid to 
church schools is that these 
schools "produce divisions in 
the community rather than 
unity." Surely we need have 
no fear of divisions in the 
community. It Is only In coun-
tries like Russia or Spahi that 
divisions are considered wrong 
In themselves. 
and brother, rtdiat a dead loss 
it is. 
At one coffee lounge on 
Sunday night, some fair to 
middling Jazz is played. Chet 
Clark, at a hotel, Ls still pol-
ished. But the rest is pretty 
punk. 
An odd guitar player named 
Tico Morel 1 has a show at a 
cabaret which looks for all the 
world like a Hollywood prem-
iere. 
Different coloured lights 
flash on and off, small spot-
lights weave to and fro, and a 
girl with the highly unlikely 
name of Dolores de Cruz 
dances on a pedestal, with a 
battery of light switches at 
her toe-tips. 
THOUGHT that she h-i 
have had nothing on, but 
the light was bad. 
All this is very exotic, but it 
would take more than this to 
over-ride the fact that Morell 
plays in a dif-
f e r e n t key 
I 
from the rest 
of the band, 
and his chord-
ing is thus not 
very effective; 
that the myri-
ads of bongo-
conga-drummers are playing 
different beats; and that Miss 
de Cruz is NOT Australia's 
answer to Lena Home. 
Sandro Merlin! is still mak-
ing a game showing at an-
other hotel, and still Is not 
very listenable. 
The pity is that he drowns 
out his wife, playing under 
the name of Clare Wright, 
who, at times, is not such a 
bad pianist. 
But the greatest pity is that 
none of the players at the 
Sunday night sessions on the 
Coast will arrange numbers. 
They would really be worlh 
hearing if they did. 
* * ¥ 
Time Magazine recently ran 
a reasonably good (for Time 
magazine anyway) article on 
pianist Ahmad Jamal, under 
the very apt heading, "Synco-
pated silence." 
Jamal is one of the most 
unusual pianists I've heard, 
but is surprisingly little-known 
here. 
STOP PRESS 
WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 9— 
ONLY (GASP) 113 DAYS 
TO THE END OF CEN-
TENARY YEAR r 
SCENE from 
the B o l s b o l 
Ballet reper-
toire. A group 
from this fam-
0 u s company 
delighted Bris-
bane audiences 
last m o n t h . 
H o w e v e r , 
"M o t h e r of 
Ten" Is gravely 
disturbed . . . . 
Outraged Mother 
Deplores Sex 
BY A MOTHER OF TEN 
IT was indeed a sorry night for me when I took my innocent unspoiled daughters to the 
Bolshoi Ballet Ensemble. 
While we were lost in awe and admh-ation at the 
technical perfection of the dancers, I could not help de-
ploring that such excellence should be applied to subjects 
of questionable moral application. 
As 'Jledical Mother* had 
complained that v e r y 
morning, in her column in 
the 'Courier-Mail,' every-
tliing in modern life is 
geared to the gratification 
of sc.\, and the temptation 
of our daughters from the 
paths of virtue. 
PERIIAPS we are not surprised to find tliis 
policy in comics a n d 
movies, but when we arc 
alleged to be seeing a 
specimen programme by 
carefully - chosen dancers 
from the world's most fam-
ous stronghold of the Bal-
letic Art, we expect some-
thing more than an un-
bridled sex-spectacle. 
Wc saw sex — frustrated, 
licentious, rampant, terri-
fying, jeaious, murderous, 
salacious, coquettish, temp-
ting und disturbing, in the 
course of this programme. 
THE only saving grace was In one of the later 
Items, 'Melody,' when Nina 
Fcdorova's syrupy perfor-
mance was sweet to the 
point of satire. 
(However, I suspect this 
was accidental rather than 
purposeful). 
I have come to tlie con-
clusion that all I've heard 
about Russia's attitude to-
wards free love, amorality 
Native work 
The A n t h r o p o l o g i c a l 
Museum, which contains many 
valuable and interesting speci-
mens of original work done by 
native peoples of Australia 
and the Islands of the Paciflc, 
will be open for inspection 
each Wednesday afternoon 
during third term from 2 pjn. 
to 5 p.m. 
and atheism must be true. 
IN addition to this amoral aspect of the perfor-
mance, there was a vastly 
sublimated suggestion of 
the hysteria of the bodgie-
cult dance-form, in one 
'Mountain Dance,' complete 
wilh rhythm-crazed drum 
accompaniment; a scene of 
fantastic abandon which 
drove the naive Brisbane 
audience quite silly. 
SUCH things can be seen already too often in the 
cily; surely we don't havc 
to accept more of them 
from abroad, under the 
guise of Art! 
One would have thought 
that some recognition of 
thc momentous occasion 
upon which they visited 
our wonderful State, at the 
very beginning of ibe cli-
max to our Centenary, to 
say nothing of Exhibition 
Week, would have been in 
good taste. 
"PVEN Gilbert and Sulli-
•^ van Operas make them 
selves topical on every pos-
sible occasion—bul did we 
see one tiny Centenary 
Ballet offering? 
One simple pas-de-deux 
arranged to 'The Sunshhie 
Stale' or 'The Alexandra 
Wallz'V 
And did we see one pine-
apple? No! Yet Bacchus 
^ had festoons of almost 
every other kind of fruit 
(bar watermelons) dang-
ling precariously across 
his rather f a t middle 
regions. 
Sir, as the mother of one 
budding flower in your flne 
University, I call upon you 
to spare no effort to com-
bat this insidious sexual 
serpent thrcatenhig t h e 
pride of our youthful 
womanhood. 
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University has i 
recorder group I 
in microgroove! 
BY JOHN ATHERTON YOUNG | 
fT^HE Gramophone Sociely has just purchased the 1959 • 
^ supply of records — this year's budget Tvas extremely i 
small and only five records have been purchased. \ 
The selection includes Mahle's 4th Sym- J 
phony, performed by the Philharmonic Symphony i 
Orchestra of New York under the baton of Bruno ! 
Walter (Columbia). 
This is undoubtedly a 
fine performance, but it is 
an early recording and the 
sustained notes of the 
third movenient (Ruhevoll) 
come out rather poorly. 
Another interesting re-
cord in the new collection 
is that of Claudia Carbi 
(mezzo soprano) singing 
12th and 13th century 
troubadour s o n g s and 
hymns of praise, with Raf-
faello Monterosso accom-
panying on the harpsi-
chord.—(Philips M.T.M.). 
Harpsichord 
criticised 
This performance is 
very impressive and the 
cover notes contahi a mine 
of information. I would 
criticize, however, t h e 
choice of a harpsichord as 
the accompanying Instru-
ment. 
It is true that Monter-
osso uses lute stops most 
of the time, but why not 
use a real lute? 
There is no shortage of 
good lute players in Eur-
ope. Other composers rep-
resented in t h i s year's 
selection are Schonberg •' 
Dellus and Benjamin Brit- \ 
ten. I 
One of the most refresh- J 
ing discs I have played for | 
some time came my way i 
a few weeks ago. It was } 
a recording of some con- • 
certi and sonatas of VIv- i 
aldl for flute, oboe, violin [ 
basoon and harpsichord, i 
Problem in S 
new release i 
The performance was by j 
La Boite, a museque with | 
realizations by R. Veyron- i 
Lacroix on a Pleyel harp-1 
sichord (Argo). i 
The musical content of j 
these works varied from { 
inspired to dull, but the i 
Interpretations were excel- J 
lent. Especially praise-1 
worthy was the basoon • 
playing of P. Hongne. ' 
The new HM.V. release] 
of Schubert's "Winter-1 
reise", sung by Dietrich j 
Fischer-Dieskau with Ger- • 
aid Moore on piano, poses • 
a serious problem. Hans , 
Hotter has already re- • 
on the front cover must [ 
be about 10 years old—he | 
cannot be as young as the i 
picture suggests. | 
The U n i v e r s i t y of I 
Queensland R e c o r d e r ! 
Group Quartet has just | 
made a lo" microgroove re- i 
cord under the name of | 
the Musica Esoterica. | 
To go fo the • 
Gramsoc. Ub. > 
A copy of this Will I 
shortly be placed in the 
Gramophone Society Lib- i 
rary—while by no means i 
perfect this record serves j 
to show Just how much the • 
standard of this Recorder • 
group has improved in tlie | 
three years they have been • 
operating. ' 
The record contains { 
works by Lolliet, Handel, i 
Morley, Purcell and Fischer [ 
—the group was directed • 
by Bruce Knox, late of the i 
History Department, who | 
played Descant 2f tenor. • 
H. H. R, Love played Des- • 
cant 1, J. A. Young played | 
treble, and J. C. Green i 
played bass. All recorders 
were of Satin Wood, 
Dolmetch. • 
_ _ I 
by.' 
HOST COMPANY: A MIXTURE 
BY CRAZY JANE 
QUEENSLAND'S 
Back in Anger" met 
criticisms. 
It again is a play which 
revolves around one central 
character — in this case 
Jimmy, the misfit in society, 
and it depends on wliether 
you are on the side of Jimmy 
or society as to whether it 
is acceptable or not. 
As Osborne himself was 
obviously on the side of 
Jimmy when he wrote the 
play, I do not feel tliat it is 
necessary to accept this man 
for what he is before an 
understanding of the mean-
big of the play can be gahied, 
JIMMY is not just rebelling against the upper classes, 
but against anyone who re-
fuses to admit genuine emo-
tion into their lives, and who 
lives by well-indoctrinated 
cliciies, such as "good taste" 
and even "right" and "wrong" 
as set up by society, or even 
the church. 
As symbol for all he hates 
he abuses his wife, Alison, 
and their only common meet-
ing-place is in a world quite 
divorced from everyday life— 
the world of "squU-rels and 
bears". 
A LISON cannot r e j e c t 
• ^ everything she has learnt 
simply by Jimmy's preaching, 
nor can she entirely inhabit 
her squirrel world—it is only 
through suffering and by 
seeing then tlic futility of her 
standards of conduct that she 
can return to Jimmy. 
For then she Is equally 
alone—the individual against 
group dictatorship — and to-
gether they can rid them-
selves of "bears and squirrels" 
and start afresh in the world 
of reality. 
VAL Schaeffer and Donagh McDonagh produced this 
play competently and brought 
out Its humour and pathos 
corded these lieder, also j 
accompanied by Gerald, 
Moore. [ 
They're perfect i 
artistically ; 
The problem ->- both re-1 
cords are artistically per-1 
feet and I defy anyone to | 
choose between them. i 
Both versions occupy i 
the same number of re- j 
cords and the cost is the • 
same, so the final choice i 
must depend on which j 
singer one prefers. • 
At the moment I prefer i 
the Fischer-Dieskau ver- [ 
slon, but I may change my i 
opinion. • 
Incidentally the photo-, 
graph ot Fischer-Dleskaui 
"Ghosts" influence the 
actions of 
the living 
GHOSTS," "All My Sons" and "Look Back in 
Anger" all depend a great 
deal on character realization 
for t h e i r effectiveness— 
"Ghosts" most of all as most 
of Act II is just dialogue be-
tween Parson Manders and 
Mrs. Alvlng slowly revealing 
the past. 
In fact, most of the play 
has a static atmosphere in 
wliich the ghosts of the past 
frustrate or Influence tlie 
actions of those living. 
TN the final act, however, the 
^ atmosphere becomes dy-
namically tense as every char-
acter reaches that eternal 
moment which is to deter-
mine the rest of his or her 
life. 
the long denouement of scene 
II very capably so that inter-
est never flagged, and she was 
excellent in the final scene. 
Eugene Schlusser, as her 
son Oswald, had the most 
stage presence of all the 
actors and captured the feel-
ing for "the joy of life" and 
the desperation and fear of 
closing this joy very capably. 
Lindsay Sedgwick as Eng-
strand, though capable, did 
overdo the stage villain a little 
hi his final scene, and tended 
throughout to play to the 
audience by making his 
hypocrisy so very blatant 
interpretation of "Look 
with many and varied 
effectively. But movement 
did not always fit in with 
dialogue, particularly with 
Jimmy, who tended to wan-
der aijnlessly in scenes where 
Indecision was not the point 
being made. 
A particularly bad example 
of this was the scene with 
Helena preceding their em-
brace whicii could have been 
played effectively by move-
ment to and from Helena, 
paralleling the attraction and 
hate Jimmy is feeling for lier 
at the time. 
TTNFORTUNATELY Daryl 
^ Douglas just strode aim-
lessly backwards and for-
wards until the audience was 
even more irritated at Jimmy 
than Helena was, and the 
embracing scene was there-
fore quite unprepared for and 
QUEENSLAND 
came as a surprise rather 
than an emotional climax, 
Daryl Douglas played a 
most unconventional hero and 
irritated the actors in the 
audience immensely. 
He was technically atroc-
ious—his movements were in-
decisive, his gestures were 
bad and he was obviously 
conscious of the audience. 
But he had life and he 
knew his character. The 
Jokes that aren't funny when 
the play is read became 
funny. He was by far the 
most sympathetic character 
in the play, and he conveyed 
both Jimmy's rebellion and 
his knowledge of the futility 
of rebellion. 
TTE also handled the irony 
•*--^  of the situation that 
highlights this futility — the 
repetition of the girl at the 
ironing-board, which could 
liave gone on forever had not 
Alison discovered herself, the 
repetition of the tale of 
watching someone dying, 
which likewise could have 
been repeated without effect 
forever, even though it is 
pathetic and a genuine ex-
pression of emotion every 
time it is told, and the whole 
monotonous routine which 
makes up everyday life, 
Alison was sweet and 
rather pathetic riglit from the 
start, which in my opinion 
was rather unfortunate. 1 
feel she should be more self-
controlled and aristocratic at 
the beginning of the play and 
that the pathos should bc less 
obvious, 
Helena as played by Lisbeth 
r.^vrsfs^sfsr^^^vr^^vf^s^r^sr^^*^"'^'^''^ KOU DOWnlC, 
Manders, was 
This atmos 
T^^.T.lTy WEST AUSTRALIA«,«!»„, ex. 
achieved by # r^#vr#*#******************'*'* ccUent and his 
Producer Philip Parsons and convincing speech and man-
the final curtain was most 
powerful. 
Influencing the decision of 
all the other characters is 
Mrs. Alving who. by her ad-
herence to what the parson 
calls her duty and lier know-
ledge of riglit and wrong, but 
what she knows is really 
cowardice, influences the lives 
of her son and her maid and 
to some extent the priests. 
THIS diflicult part was played well by June Pol-
lard, who lacked however 
some of the strength neces-
sary to a woman who has 
been able to conceal for so 
long the truth about her hus-
band and in revealing it can 
make or break lives. 
However she and Ron 
Downle, as Manders, managed 
nerisms were enhanced by 
very good make-up. 
HOWEVER, Ibsen does sug-gest Manders is a man 
beyond the cliche of the strict 
but kindly parson, for he is 
not entirely convinced of the 
truth of his rigid beliefs but 
clings to them deliberately 
and desperately. Downle 
failed to convey this double 
strata of character. This liow-
ever is an extremely diflicult 
part, especially as Manders is 
hampered by some scenes a 
modern audience finds almost 
incomprehensible, such as the 
scene about insuring the 
orphanage. 
As Ibsen constantly re-
marks, Reglna must be well 
developed. She was. 
CONTD. FROM PAGE THREE | 
SEMPER 
FLOREAT 
• THIS section, thc mysterious and long 
awaited missing middle portion, has been 
included in 3000 eight-page Sempers printed 
as a second edition of thc University Royal 
Visit issue. 
Tranowski, was a technically 
perfect cliche. This was the 
villianess deliberately plan-
ning Alison's removal and thc 
speech revealing that Helena 
is a genuinely moral prig was 
quite unconvincing. 
This Helena left because 
she knew she had lost Jimmy, 
and not because she was con-
vinced he morally belonged 
to Alison. Helena is, I feel, 
far more human than this 
interpretation allowed her to 
be, and much softer. 
Ian Oliver's Cliff was per-
fect in looks, movement and 
attitude, but he sounded quite 
wrong. Accent doesn't really 
matter in this play, but mod-
ulation and Intonation must. 
Rex Cramphorn's brief ap-
pearance as Colonel Redfern, 
Alison's father, was a gem. 
The set for the play was 
excellent and suggested per-
fectly, but without unneces-
sary squalor, Jimmy and Ali-
son's dingy flat. The noise 
of the trumpet off-stage was 
much too loud and drowned 
some of the speeches of the 
women at one stage. Other-
wise the general effect was of 
a careful and intelligent pro-
duction whicii — even though 
the Elizabethan Trust may 
have done better — offered a 
play which, for a Brisbane 
audience, was a rather shock-
ing challenge, but well worth 
doing. 
Production was play's 
most valuable asset 
T HERE is little doubt that Adelaide's "Thc Member of the Wedding" by Carson McCullers was worth 
Adelaide 
floats ban 
FLOATS satirizing Capi-
tai Punishment nnd the 
Stuart Case were banned 
from the University of Ade-
laide 1959 P r o c e s s i o n 
through the streets of Ade-
laide. 
One of UIC floats, "Whal 
price capital punishment," 
depicted three gallows. On 
one was a man hanging, 
w h i c h was sub-titled 
"Evans". Under another was 
a fellow wilh tlic noose 
swinging above liis head 
which was sub-titled "AIc-
Dcrmotl", while under thc 
(lliird was another fellow, 
an aboriginal, standing on 
a chair with a hangman 
standing beside him ready 
to push him off. 
This lasl gallows was sub-
tilled "7", 
doing. 
n i e play is otiviously a 
vehicle for Prankie yet goes 
beyond the problem of the 
adolescent to that of all 
people who don't fit into 
society's groups — those 
who can't say "we" and 
who aren't "members." 
These misfits are repre-
sented in the play by 
Berenice Sadie Brown, the 
negress, who can never 
really belong again since 
the death of Ludie, the 
only man she ever loved; 
John Henry, who is a slow 
d e 1 i t) - r*>»v»****s«s»v»\#*.r***#<sMsr#* 
S , o T o ADELAIDE 
belong to the •*#**<s»*************'>***< 
group of normal children; 
and Frankie, who doesn't 
belong with her family or 
friends and tliereforc seeks 
to join her brother and his 
fiancee a n d become a 
"member of the wedding." 
The mental separateness 
from thosc who do belong 
is symbolised in tlieir 
p h y s i c a l difference — 
Sadie's glass eye, John 
Henry's gla-sses and large 
knobbly knees, and the 
wierd fancy costumes he 
wears, and Frankie's licight 
and carelessness of appear-
ance, 
The three come together 
only temporarily and be-
cause of their differences 
— their affinity with the 
freaks in the circus is im-
plied. 
The isolated and 
the misf i t . . . 
At first the main em-
phasis of the play is placed 
on Frankie's isolation, but 
by tlie end of the play it 
is Berenice who Is the 
misfit, the unloved. 
Frankie, at the moment, 
has joined a group — wo 
don't know if it will last 
or not, but she is moving 
into a future where the 
possibility of becoming a 
meniber is most real — 
John Henry is dead, and 
Berenice is therefore alone, 
and her only hope for the 
future lies in making the 
best of what she has (the 
novel says she will marry 
T.T.), or else in attempt-
ing to regain sometliing of 
the past. 
The production brought 
out this isolation particu-
larly well. 
Ber e n i ce, 
p l a y e d by 
Ma r g a r e t 
McLa u ghlin, 
effentively took over the 
last scene from Frankie 
and the final curtain closed 
slowly on her alone on the 
bare stage slowly rocking 
backwards and forwards in 
the rocking-chair, knowing 
that Frankie has outgrown 
any need for her, and 
liolding in her arms the 
only remnant of that last 
.summer — John Henry's 
doll. 
Some actors 
lacked sympathy 
The rest of the play was 
produced by Jean Marshall 
witll a similar undcrstand-
Royal Adiuiis ns played 
by Greg Branson was too 
nondescript to be cred-
ible as the successful busi-
nessman he is, but suc-
ceeded in showing his 
obliviousness to Frankie's 
existence and g r o w t h 
which Is his most import-
ant function in the play. 
Barry Warren as Honey 
and Jcjiny Binks, in her 
very small part of Mrs. 
West were, I feel, thc best 
of the minor characters. 
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE FIVE — 
INTEREST IN PL A Y OF 
"T\EAD Men Walking," a new Australian verse 
JLi play by Robert Hughes seemed to me an 
extremely interesting failure. 
It fails because it doesn't 
knit together conclusively. 
The general theme is a 
re-statement of tho prob-
lem of the individual man 
as opposed to a totalitarian 
government, a theme very 
common to modern litera-
ture. 
But this broad theme is 
never explicitly symbolised 
in the play—the Academy 
obviously represents a 
totalitarian government in 
opposition to the society, 
which seems to represent 
individual thought. 
Yet the names and parts 
of tlie dialogue imply that 
the Society is natural man 
and the Academy is educa-
ted man opposing natural 
instincts. 
According to Hughes' 
directions (which unfor-
tunately the producer was 
unable to carry out en-
tirely) the set is to be en-
tirely white. 
The Dictator—the man 
torn between the Academy 
which for him represents 
Power without meaning, 
and this desire to know 
Truth is to be dressed com-
pletely in white. 
The Man, agent of the 
Academy, is dressed totally 
in black (unfortunately in 
this production in a priest's 
coat, resulting in unjusti-
fled accusations about 
Jesuits). 
Christopher Kovacs, who 
represents the Society and 
gives his life to help save 
IDEALS 
the Dictator, wears a very 
light grey almost verging 
on white. 
•pELIGlOUS symbolism 
•*••• also abounds through-
out the play. 
The Dictator is put on a 
cross by the Academy in 
an attempt to force him 
to conform to their way of 
thought and his guards 
play dice while he hangs 
there. 
He does promise to con-
form and Is released, re-
turning to his room as Dic-
tator on the third day. 
SYDNEY 
•^ Old Nick Co;' played 
a Festival "also ran' 
TASMANIA'S "AII My s as "Ghosts" but most of 
an understanding and feeling 
Joe Keller, played by Geoff. 
Burke, is the centre of this 
play, and it is by the dis-
covery of his guilt that the 
lives of other characters are 
changed, particularly that of 
his son. 
However, Miller is by no 
means as great an artist as 
Ibsen and the play has, I feel, 
little more than entertain-
ment value though pretending 
to more tlian this. 
TASMANIA 
Miller attempts to go be-
yond the businessman to the 
question of the necessity for 
all men to live by their 
"star" of honesty, and asks 
if this is possible in the 
modern world. 
Connected with tills he says 
that we must show love be-
yond thc family group — that 
all men are brothers — or in 
terms of the play — "they 
were all my sons." 
However, he makes his 
theme so blatantly tlmt it be-
comes to me little more than 
an intellectual gloss and has 
no emotional bnpact on the 
audience. 
Learn issues 
One learns rather than 
feels the issues at stake. 
Thematlcally, Joe and his 
ions was nol as well produced 
the actors managed to convey 
for their roles. 
son are diametrically opposite 
—Joe symbolises failure to 
Uve by these standards and 
Miller shows that dishonesty 
and reliance on only the 
family lead to ruin, whereas 
Chris is a success because he 
can see clearly and live cor-
rectly. 
These characters were 
played competently, though 
Joe covered a certain unsure-
ness of the character by un-
necessary grimaces and ges-
tures. Chris, the son, an 
easier and more sympathetic 
role, was played extiemely 
well by Brian King, who con-
veyed the necessary honesty 
and gentle love of family, 
fiancee and neighbours. 
He also managed to show 
the weakness which leads him 
to refuse to recognise his 
father's guilt wiUiout losing 
the sympathy of tiie audience. 
Kate Keller, played by 
Pamela Rushton, was also 
good, particularly in the 
emotional scenes. 
Her only weaknesses were 
that at flrst we were uncon-
vinced of her age and 
But he is unable to re-
main obedient to the Aca-
demy and after a visit by a 
member of the Society 
where the judge becomes 
the one on trial — he 
smashes the eye, sj-nibol of 
the Academy and of his 
outward self — "Hipocrite 
lecteur mon semblable mon 
frere." 
The double irony of the 
title becomes obvious; 
those who are dead have 
some sort of spiritual 
existence because they 
have searched for and 
sometimes found the 
Truth, while those living 
are really dead, because 
they are unthinlcing parts 
of a system. 
rPHE play is brilliantly 
-*- written—so much so 
that the lack of a complete 
resolution of symbols is 
not at all obvious until the 
very end of the play, and 
for a play of ideas it is an 
acliievement in itself that 
Interest never fails. 
Technically, Hughes 
seems to have nothing to 
learn except to rely on 
himself rather than on 
props such as T. S. Eliot, 
the Orwell eye and loud-
speaker, and the veiled 
allusions thrown to placate 
those with intellectual pre-
ten.sions in the audience. 
"Plum Blossom" 
nothing on this. . . 
Belorv, we reprint a blatant example of Communisl 
propaganda typical of that found in a Peking-produced 
glossy magazine, which is circulating freely in Australia. 
City aldermen became dis-
turbed over the "Plum Blos-
som" book found in Wynnum 
Library — yet this magazine, 
the cover and layout of which 
would attract impressionable 
children, is far more dan-
gerous. 
Although the propaganda 
in this excerpt is clear, far 
more subtle suggestion has 
been used elsewhere in the 
same issue. 
The illustration below was 
also part of the ai-tlcle, show-
ing how commune members 
"were rejoicing over their 
new-found fortune at the 
hands of the fatherly Com-
munist Party." 
l.'C' ir ^^'^ 
throughout we felt she lacked 
the love she must have for 
her husband. 
George's brother was played 
by Ian Thurstans sjinpathet-
ically, but without the neces-
sary anger for the more 
emotional scenes. 
JOUTZEHAN was greatly satisfied with the new life that came with the birth of the Uighur Tungfeng People's 
Commune. The community dining room, which released her 
from the wearisome kitchen duties, was among the things 
that pleased her most. 
But curious enough, talking of the dining room, there 
was something that kept troubling her mind. 
Joutzehan was making arrangements for the marriage 
of her sister-in-law, Panihan. According to the customs of 
the Uighnur nationality, at a wedding party the guests 
must be entertained with chuafan; a traditional dish of the 
tJlghurs. 
But since everybody now had their meals at the com-
munity dining room, Joutzehan was not quite sure whether 
everything could be done the way it used to be and above 
all, whether the indispensable chuafan could be properly 
prepared. 
The communal kitchen had prepared a special feast 
for the occasion. What attracted the greatest attention was 
to be sure, the appetizing chuafan. 
Everyone was loud in his praises of the good service of 
the commune. Joutzehan had to admit that the food was 
far better than she had expected. 
Among the visitors was a 
greybeard, Kurpansha, Well 
over seventy, he was much 
respected by the villagers. 
:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiliiHl 
SELLERS WANTED:—TO stimulate Air Force Commemoration Week, public Interest In the Centenary 13-20 September, thc Air Force As-
— - ^ — - ^ • • ^^ - ^ 
•.•.•.•;•:•,•:•:•;-;•:•;•;•;•:•.•;•.-.;.•.•-;.;.• 
•:':':v;':''-'':''-;'iit:-:':*;':'-'-'-':'' 
B^HiBi^  
HOLDMAC MOTORS 
Authorised Holden Dealers 
CORONATION DRIVE 
TOOWONG 
• HIGHEST TRADE-IN PRICES 
• COMPREHENSIVE SPARE PARTS 
P.S.: Holdmac havc installed the latest and only Front End Align-
ment equipment in thc district. Phone 7 4192 for an appointment. 
HOLDMAC FOR HOLDEN 
sociatlon has adopted n celluloid 
button Instead of the usual badge, 
which Is more attractive, and can 
bc readily sold in suburban areas 
some weeks before the actual 
Street Collection Day on Friday, 
18th September. 
The buttons nre specially designed 
to attract the younger generation 
—the 1/- button features the latest 
Vampire Jet Fighter in two colours, 
and thc 2/- button features the 
Canberra Jet Bomber In three col-
ours, with the words "Air Force 
Week" on each button. 
In appreciation of your helpful 
co-operotion, my association Is 
prepared to make you a special al-
lowance of 4d. on V- buttons, and 
tho usual 6d. on 2/- buttons. 
. . " .would be appreciated it you will 
kindly call at our omce on thc 7th 
floor, Dunstan House. 230 Elisabeth 
Bt„ on or Immediately after 24th 
August, to discuss our otter ond to 
commence operations. 
—J. EGAN, Appeals Director. 
THOSE Interested In Joining the University of Queensland — Queensland Labour Club, are ad-
vised that thc omcc-bcarers are:— 
T. Crosley, President, phone 98 2104. 
M, Boyce. Treasurer, phone 2 8780. 
p . « ' " ' • Secretary, phone 320381 
MINIFON wlro recorder, pocket slie completely portable, com-
plete with both standard and 
wrist-watch mike, Ideal student. 
Best offer write Paul Lucas, 10 
Cnrpe-strcct, Elstcrnwlck. Mel-
bourne. 
Students may bur elasslflrd 
advertlsinr space at tbe rate 
of Sd. a word, or 7/S per sindr 
column Inch. Under Union 
regulallons, clubs and BOCICIICS 
may have free advertUIng 
space. 
But Old Kurpansha grew 
very serious when ho told 
of his own experience at the 
time of his marriage. 
That was more than forty 
years baclc, when life was so 
miserable that he could hard-
ly keep his spirits up even 
at his wedding. 
Still less could he afford to 
treat his relatives and friends 
to chuafan. "Things are 
really different nowadays," he 
said with a smile. 
WITH the People's Govern-ment looking after us like 
a mother, there's no prob-
lem we can't solve. Look at 
this wedding here, it would 
have been impossible in my 
day!" 
Towards the end of the din-
ner, the bridegroom rose to 
say a few words of thanks. 
His simple words sprang 
from the very depth of his 
heart as he expressed his 
gratitude to the people's com-
mune and the Chinese Com-
munist Party and Chairman 
Mao Tse-tung. 
AFTER that, the guests 
•^ were invited to dance, 
Old Kurpansha was swaying 
and swinging to the rhythm 
of music, when someone near-
by suggested he compose a 
song. Kurpansha gladly com-
plied, and then and there his 
song was set to music. 
The dancing went on with 
renewed vigour as everybody joined In the chorus: "Let's 
Sing the Joys of Our New 
Life". 
GAGGLES 
CLARK-KENT? 
^ ^^ ^ 
I si Seagull: "Who won 
the boat race Harvard or 
Yale?" 
2nd Seagull: "Yale 
won by a nose." 
ht Seagull: "And to 
ihinii, I pui everything I 
had on Harvard." 
^ ^ ^ 
THOUGHT FOR 
TO-DAY: 
"Hyde Park is little 
better than a bed-
r o o m " (Dr. B i l l y 
Graham). . . Ah, t h i s 
c r a z e f o r outdoor 
loving 
^ -f ^ 
"YOUNG man in the 
back of the room," said the 
professor, "what was the 
date of the signing of the 
Declaration of Independ-
ence?" 
"Dunno." 
"Who was Tom Paine?" 
asked the prof. 
"Dunno". 
"WeU, weU," said the 
prof. "I assigned these 
questions last Thursday. 
What were you doing last 
night?" 
"Drinking beer with 
some of the boys." 
"You mean," demanded 
the teacher, "to stand 
there and tell me that? 
How do you expect to pass 
this term?" 
"I duimo. Bud. I just 
come to fix the steam 
pipes." 
^ ^ ^ 
"Shall I boil the mission-
ary?" asked tho cannibal 
cook. 
"Boil him?" cried thc 
cKief. "Are you crazy? 
That's a friar!" 
^ Jf ^ 
A DRUNK asked a hotel 
waiter lo direct him lo the 
toilet. 
Staggering, lhe drunli fol-
lowed lhe waiter's directions, 
and yanked open a door at the 
end of a passageway. 
He (ell seven atories down 
Ihe elevator shaft. 
The dazed drunk picked 
himself up, peered up at 
horrified faces on thc seventh 
floor, and screamed with a. 
pleading howl—^"don't flush, 
D O N T FLUSH." 
^ ^ ^ 
WE have been advised 
tbat from our list of 
articles placed In the 
Union time-box, we om-
mitted One Senator. 
^ ¥ ^ 
HEARD on a Brisbane 
radio station, a stuck cook-
ery commercial: "Hello 
Jill, what's that you're 
cooking? It's smelling — 
It's smelling — It's smell-
ing — It's smelling . . . 
great." 
^ ¥ ^ 
ONCE upon a time there 
was a boy penguin and a 
girl penguin who met at the 
Eqtiator. After a brief but 
charming interlude, the boy 
penguin went north to tho 
North Pole; the girl penguin 
went south to the South 
Pole. 
Later on, a telegram ar-
rived at the North Pole, 
s t a t i n g simply: "Come 
quick—I am with Byrd." 
^ ^ . i^ 
tJL.EM. speaking In a 
radio Parliamentary de-
bate: ". . . and I say this 
without reflection . . ." 
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UNBEATEN, BUT 
DIDN'T WIN SERIES 
•• 
.^ 
>ii"i<riiiiir iiiiiiiJiiiiiiiiiiNiniiiiiiiiiJfniiniiiiiiiiiimriiui 
Cyclonic rain 
WE have to fill this space. 
But it becomes rather com-
plicated, because as you go 
along, your space becomes 
more and more decimated, 
until eventually, If you're not 
careful, you'll find yourself 
cut off In the middle of a 
iiKiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniinimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiirmiiiiiiiiiiiiiJiiiiiu 
ALTHOUGH Queensland gained only second place in the Inter-Varslty Hockey 
Carniva] held \n Melbourne this year, the team completed the series, undefeated. 
Sydney, with four wins and one draw, won the Syme Cup from Queens-
land, with three wins and two draws. 
Two players who deserve mention above all are A3 players, E. Weston and P . 
Hamilton. Both rose to the occasion and proved themselves to be of Inter-Varsily ranking. 
Centre-forward, Errol Wenck was the spearhead of Queensland's a t tack . 
He maintained the form he has produced in recent Club fixtures, thus becoming the top 
scorer of the whole carnival. 
He was well supported by his inside forwards, Vic Powell and Bob Hopgood, 
Perhaps the team's greatest attribute, tliough, was the outstanding defence of D. Sal-
lows (goal) and full-backs J. Ward and D. Munt. 
Three in combined side 
UNLUCKY player of t he t eam was club president , Glen Merry, who was unable to a t t end In ter -Vars i ty due to injuries. 
Considerations for the team were always foremost ui his mind, and 
his inspiring letter to Melbourne boosted the team's morale. 
Three Queenslanders were selected in the Australian Combined Universities 
XI, which was defeated 6-3 by the Victorian Sfate Seniors. 
Queensland representatives 
D: Munt, E. Wenck, J. Mc-
Bryde (captain). V. PoweU 
was selected as a reserve. 
Inter-varsity results: 
Queensland 4, d. Tasmania 
1; Queensland 5, d. New Eng-
land 0; Queensland 4, d, Ade-
laide 1: Queensiand 1, drew 
with Sydney 1; Queensland 2, 
drew with Melbourne 2. 
Queenslander E. Robertson 
(Robby) created a record by 
drinking the Syme Cup in 
three minutes flat. This is a 
remaricable feat, as the Cup 
holds 83 02S. 
Queensland were also vic-
torious in the annual "boat 
race." 
Unlucky iit 
city fixtures 
Our most staunch supporter 
at the Carnival was Mr. C. 
Hamilton. 
University must be consid-
ered the unlucky club in 
B.HA. fixtures. 
For in the last ten games 
the team was victorious In 
eight, and it was only due to 
the poor early season form 
that the team was eliminated 
from the semi-finals. Univer-
sity was placed Hfth. I 
Four in 
squash 
State 
finals 
Despite the fact that, 
through a misunderstanding, 
only a few entered for the 
Queensland fiharapionships, 
club players made four out of 
the six finals. 
Dr. Glen Shell, Tony Jack-
man and Peter Clark made 
the finals of the Open, B and 
C Grades, respectively, though 
all unfortunately lost their 
matches. 
FIRST COLLEGE HOCKEY 
TEAM FOR YEARS, WINS 
THIS season, for t he first t ime for many years, a "Combined r?niipp"ps" iin<>kpv fpmn vosi<i 
'J^HE Squash Club's biggest year is also 
turning out to be its most successful ever. 
jDARRY Kenway won the 
•^ open plate event and was 
subsequently selected for tlie 
State side and went to tlie 
Australian championships In 
Sydney, where he played well 
enough to win some of his 
matches in spite of the higher 
standard of play down South. 
A trip to Toowoomba was 
organised by the committee, 
and turned out to be a howl-
ing success despite the fact 
that the University lost 4-2. 
INTERVARSITY was played 
^ In Perth this year and 
the Queensland team con-
sisted of Mick Gallagher, 
John Cohen, Bob Sherwood, 
Bob Mihell, Pat Lee, and 
Tony Jackman. 
The W.A. boys turned on 
one of the best Intervarsitles 
ever in the form of an abso-
lute flood of grog and hospi-
tahty. 
Q N the squash side, even 
^ tliough weakened by the 
loss of Kenway to the State 
side, Queensland turned on 
their best effort yet to be 
runners-up, losing only one 
match and that to the strong 
Sydney side which won. 
Individually, captain Mick 
Gallagher made the combined 
Intervarslty side wliich played 
against a West Australian 
team, defeating them 4-0. 
Back at home, fixtures have 
just finished and all five of 
the University's pennant 
teams are in tlieir respective 
divisional semi-finals. 
An all-University final in B 
orade, duplicating our win 
last year, appears almost cer-
tain and is a distinct possi-
bility in 0 Grade also. 
Colleges 
selected. 
All colleges gained a rep-
resentative in the team, with 
Cromwell, the premiers, gain-
ing five. 
The team was a strong one, 
containing three Intervarsity 
players and several others 
who play club fixtures. 
On the Wednesday of Uni-
versity Week, the Combined 
Colleges' team defeated a 
strong Extra-Collegiate team, 
2-0. Goundar and Hoey were 
the two scorers. 
The Colleges' team was: 
Combined Colleges' Team: 
Goal, G. Hansen (C), Setu 
(K,); backs, W. Cummings 
(E.), D. Hoey (K.), G. Staf-
ford (E.>; halves :B. McBryde 
(C), J. McBryde (O.) (capt.). 
"Handicap" 
SYDNEY S.B.C. Il a s 
passed a motion stating 
that it was "alarmed by 
tbe fact that students In 
the Faculty of Law in Tas-
mania, are at present sev-
erely handicapped by (be 
absence ot any permanent 
staff in that faculty, and 
by the fact ihat resigna-
tions of the entire stafi 
should bave taken place 
within such a short period 
of time." 
hockey team was 
K. Wood (C), D. Wilson (E.); 
forwards, M. Sanibhi (J.), N. 
Boge (J.), M, Knowles (C), 
Goundar (V.), B. Appieton 
(U.), J. Lyall (K.), D. Whittle 
(L,). 
Tense moment in big game! Past Tense going for the ball that\ 
got him is Target Pforr Ducque, captain of the Combined Austra-\ 
lian Varsity team touring Russia. I 
They tvon 
a game . . . 
FANS of the Women's Bas-ketball Club will be In-
terested to learn that our 
prophetic ability has defin-
itely been proven—this year 
the Queensland basketballers, 
as predicted, saved face by 
defeating the West Austra-
lians in Inter-Varslty compe-
tition held in Sydney during 
the August vacation. 
Melbourne University came 
out on top with Adelaide, a 
mere three guals behind, in 
second position and our hosts, 
Sydney, in third place. 
Our play, for the main part, 
was rather disappointing 
considering the team's great-
ly improved exhibitions in 
Brisbane over the past few 
months. This was due to dis-
turbing playing conditions 
(part of the competition was 
held in an in-door gym-
nasium), and to an excess 
of sight-seeing, cha-cha-lng, 
etc. 
JVaiional 
outiiehier 
Queensland's Mike Mc-
Donnell was selected as an 
outfielder for the Austra-
lian University Baseball 
side. 
On the first day, Ade-
laide defeated Qld. 8-1, on 
the second day, Mel-
bourne defeated Qld. 24-6, 
on thc third day Qld. de-
feated Sydney 10-7. 
Welghtlifters, competing in their first Intervarsity, 
won a second placing By John Dcvictti A LTHOUCH ta}(ing part in ils firsl Intcr-yarsily 
^ weight-lifting, Queensland was nol disgraced. 
We were beaten by a 
very strong Melbourne 
University but we managed 
to draw with South Aus-
tralia for second place, 
with Sydney in fourth 
place. 
In the lightweight divi-
SUPPORT THE UNION BARBER! 
BILL Gcddes, thc University barber, on tiie back veranda 
of thc St. Lucia REFECTORY. Open from 9 ajn. to 2 p.m., 
and 2.30 pm. to 6 p.m. 
Also Tuesday and Thursday evenings until 8 pjn. 
sion. f ive competitors 
battled it out, and Qld. 
scored third and fourth 
places. It was mainly a 
battle between the two St. 
Lucla boys, Darcy Lang 
and Philip Newton, to see 
who could fill the tliird 
and fourth positions. 
Darcy, a first-year Den-
tistry student, pressed 140 
lbs. and snatched 140 lbs., 
while Phil, a first-year 
Science student, did a 
beautiful press of 150 lbs., 
but his snatch was much 
weaker, being 135 lbs. 
Hence, at the beginning 
of the clean and jerks, the 
scientist was nhead of the 
dentist by 5 lbs., but this 
did not discourage Darcy. 
He cleaned and jerked 
170 lbs. in his first lift, 
then succeeded with 180 
lbs., and just failed on 185 
lbs. 
Philip being somewhat 
weaker on tliis lift, suc-
ceeded with 165 lbs., but 
failed the next two at-
tempts at 175 lbs. 
Hence, Lang filled third 
place with a total of 460 
lbs., and Newton was close 
behind him with 450 lbs. 
Near success for a fresher dentist.. 
pOUR competitors took part in the Middleweight Divl-
* sion, three from Melbourne and John Devletti from 
St. Lucia. 
John, also a first-year 
Dentistry student, suc-
ceeded with his second 
press at 170 lbs,, and failed 
in his third attempt at 175 
lbs. The same happened 
in the snatch. 
He succeeded with 170 
lbs., then on to 180 lbs., but 
failed at 185 lbs. At this 
stage, he wns in third posi-
tion, with the clean nnd jerks still to come. 
He was successful with 
his first lift of 235 lbs., 
while one of his rivals 
failed three attempts at 
this weight, thus putting 
him in second place. 
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The Budget as 
it REALLY was 
FROM OUR CANCANBOROUGH 
CORRESPONDENT 
'THE person seated at the top of the table, 
ivith extreme effort, raises his head, 
shahes it, and speaks: "Well, geittlemen?" 
Shoot the taxes up for everyone except the newspapers. 
—Yes, mustn't tax the newspapers, bad policy that. 
—No, no, you misunderstand me. I don't mean that 
we've got to get more money, we've got to spend it. 
—(A voice of incredulity, suspicion). Eh, why? 
—I don't know. Ask the Treasurer. He was telling me 
about it earlier this evening. 
~(A voice obviously out of place, imdignifled). Wake 
the Treasurer up, Joe. 
Joe: Eh! Oh . . . right-oh (Joe must be a friend of the 
previous speaker because his method of reviving the 
Treasurer is to pour water over his head, at which the 
honourable gentleman, no doubt thinking himself in the 
.shower, begins to rub behhid ills ears. This restores circu-
lation sufliciently and he wakes). 
!{• 'I* t{t ¥ V ¥ 
W HAT d'you want? We want to know why we've gol to spend more money?—Inflation (goes back 
to sleep). 
—There, you see, I knew it was something. 
—All right! All right! No need to crow about it. 
—(A voice used t» being contradicted). Will twenty 
million do? 
—(In reluctant agreement). It's as good as any, I 
suppose. 
—Now what do we know that wants twenty million 
spent on it? 
-Tlie Sydney Harbour Bridge? 
—No, no, they've got the tolls; and anyway, that's the 
Sydney Municipal Council's white elephant. 
—How about buying a nuclear submarine? 
—(The uncouth voice again). Bloody good idea! 
—(And likewise, the plain, blunt voice). Sir. I think 
the time has come for Australia to assert her independence 
in these matters (uproarious laughter, so loud in fact that 
the Treasurer wakes again), She has. after all, a thriving 
secondary industry (all collapse in laughter) and If the 
need for nuclear submarines is felt, I think it is up to 
her to build her own. (Everyone in the room is now on 
the floor, prostrate with mirth). 
—(After a time). Yes, yes, quite so. Well, gentlemen (repre.ssing a convulsion of laughter) what do you say 
to building a nuclear submarine? 
;ii y * * V * (Everyone is now rolling on the floor gasping odd 
intervals such things as: ". . . build a nuclear sub! . . . 
Australia! . . . don't know that I've laughed so much since 
the Prime Minister split his pants. . .). 
—How about building an Opera House? 
—We-^ ould, I suppose (but there is n note of doubt). 
—(A voice, suave, blase). Do you think it's wise, though. 
Somehow, I always associate culture with socialism. 
—Hmm, well perhaps we'd better put that suggestion 
by ns a last resort. Any other ideas? 
—(A voice speaking on a subject with which he is 
only half acquainted). Doesn't Queensland want a railway 
from wfttchemcallit to that place with all the sheep? 
—Quilple? 
—No, Mt. Isa. Tliey're got uranium there, too. 
—Just what does Queensland want, anyhow. Centen-
ary year and a railway? 
—(A bored voice). Besides, I'm sick of building rail-
ways. Can't you think of something more modern? 
.y. * * ¥ ¥ * 
—yVTHAT about letting our heads go and spending tl 
W on something silly? 
—I don't suppose we could raise our salaries again? 
—The voters. 
—And the newspapers. 
—Could we raise the pensions or reduce taxes. (All turn on him. Some even hiss "Socialist!" in an 
undertone. This wakes the Treasurer who was frightened 
bv a snake In his early youth). He speaks: 
—What's going on? 
—We're trying to spend twenty million. 
—What the hell for? 
—Well, when you were talking to me earlier I thought. 
—You silly sonofabitch don't you understand simple 
economic terminology? 
—Not very well. 
Oh, well, neither do I. But the department heads 
were just about eating me alive for all the wild spending 
this government's been doing. We want to get twenty mil-
lion, not srcnd it. 
Oh, I see. Gentlemen. 
Whaclto! Only 
one more to go 
THIS issue has been re-
stricted to eight pages for' 
linnncial reasons. Our next— 
nnd last issue of 1959—will be 
double the size, contnining 
supplements and wollops off 
humorous mnterial. This will I 
also be the Short Story Con-1 
test, Oscars, and Blues i.isue. I 
It will appear at the end of 
September,'and contributors I 
nre asked—please—to submit I 
copy ns enrly as possible. I 
did you hear that? 
(The heavy air seems to 
weight them down. They 
flnd they have to support 
their heads in their hands. 
To keep awnlre they betjin 
to do sketches on their 
blotters). Well, what'll we 
do about it? 
—Tax everybody, 
—Except the news-
papers, 
—No, bad policy to tax 
the newspapers. Say rude 
things. 
—Everybody agreed? (All 
vote in favour). Right. 
Increase postage It Is 
then. 
;iiii|iiiK;Sit«iPiiS 
DISCUSSION VITAL TO 
CLARIFY' 
The school and the Univer- bourne Trades HaU who made 
BY QEORGE COOK 
T IKE Mr, Geraghty (Semper, 17/7), I, too, 
was present at Mr. Truman's lecture 
entitle<j "Catholic Action and Politics.' 
As Catholics are about 
twenty per cent, of both the 
Australian and the world 
population, our actions and 
aspirations are a legitimate 
field of Interest for all our 
fellow citizens. 
My qualifications to write 
are that I was a member of 
the Movement from the start 
in Queensland, and before 
that I was a member of the 
Campion Society, both of 
wliich were mentioned In Mr, 
Truman's lecture. 
I consider that the first 
issue to deal with is the 
apprehension that co-opera-
tion with Catholics will result 
in restrictions being placed 
on our present freedom. 
From what I gather, this 
apprehension Is the real bar-
rier to that whole-hearted 
i n t e r - denomkiatlonal co-
operation so essential for Aus-
tralia to have any chance of 
survival as a free nation. 
Sovereign rights 
in own fields 
The first point Is that 
Catholics regard Church and 
State as two distinct bodies, 
each with sovereign rights in 
its own field, and Catholics 
are members of both. . 
In "The Church and The"-
State" by Parsons, S, J., our 
posilion is stated thus:— 
"The civil society, even 
though eveiy member of it be 
Catholic, Is not subject to the 
Church, but plainly indepen-
dent in temporal things, which 
regard Its temporal end." 
The essentia! requirement is 
nn acknowledgement that, 
however elected or selected, 
the ruler's authority to rule 
comes originally from God, 
whether via hereditary succes-
sion or via the ballot box. 
A Melbourne 
lecture series 
Professor Leicester Webb, 
himself an Anglican, In a 
series of lectures at the Mel-
bourne University in July en-
titled "Church and State and 
Educa t ion In Australia," 
showed that Pope Pius XII 
came to speak constantly of 
democracy as "a natural pos-
tulate of reason itself." 
Newsweekly dated 15th July, 
commenting on Professor 
Webb's lectures, said: 
"It is most heartening to 
flnd Protestants and Catholics 
at one in their view of Con-
stitutional democracj' as the 
desirable form of political 
government. 
"Furthermore they are 
united in their reason for 
holding it; they see in it the 
best safeguard of the rights 
of free speech and associa-
tion, and the best expression 
of the dignity of man." 
Fi<iht with 
Christ's weapons 
As regards the assoclateJ 
fear that thc Cat'-'olit- Chuvdi 
mnv ti7 to impose forciblv its 
doctrines upon people who do 
not believe them, Fatiiors Jone 
nnd Adclmnn in their ap-
proved book on Cntholic Moral 
Theology state: 
"473. Adult Baptism. The 
vnlld Baptism of anyone with 
the use of reason requii-es the 
intention to be baptised. 
"474. Lici t Baptism re-
quires furthermore that the 
person to be baptised be pro-
perly instructed and be soriT,-
for his personal sins." 
Pope Plus XII In his address 
to the Second World Lay 
Authorliicd by D, P, Fr'b'Nciu 
and D. J, MacAulsy. e/- U.Q.U.. 
University, 8t. Lucla. Printed bv 
Mirror Newspapers Limited, Cnr. 
Brunswick end McUchlan Streets, 
Valley. Brisbane. 
Apostolate Congress in 1957 
stated that the Catholic 
Church would fight even her 
declared enemy. Atheistic 
Communism, only with the 
weapons of Christ, 
As Catholics believe Christ 
is God, with complete power 
over mankind, obviously we 
believe force and compulsion 
are not weapons of Christ 
since less than half the world 
population accept His doc-
trines. 
"Action" compares 
with Uni. training 
This direct order from the 
Pope to laymen to use only 
the weapons of Christ should 
in itself be sufficient re-
assurance that the Catholic 
Church will not forcibly Im-
pose its doctrines. 
These I consider are the 
two major issues. 
In regard to other issues, 
Mr. Geraghty has Catholic 
Action and the action of 
Catholics back to front. 
Briefly "Catholic Action" 
may be compared with train-
ing at College or University, 
•and the "action of Catholics" 
to the graduate in after life 
applying what he learnt. 
slty glory in the success of 
Uieir graduates, whilst not ac-
cepting responsibility for those 
who fail in after life. 
In all such "action of 
Catholics" the rights of others 
must be preserved, not to do 
so being regarded as a breach 
of the commandment, "Thou 
Shalt not steal." 
Underground 
against Comms. 
As regard to how Catholics 
vote, these votes are now 
widely spread over three com-
peting political parties—Q.LJ'., 
Liberal, A.LP., and to a lesser 
extent the Country Party. 
The presence of Catholics 
In the Liberal Party is often 
overlooked. Mr. Cramer and 
Sir Neil O'Sullivan are two 
names which come to mind. 
TTius votes are not directed 
to any one political party ex-
clusively. 
As regards the undercover 
way the Catholic Church con-
ducted its campaign in the 
unions, this campaign was 
undercover from the Com-
mun i s t s. Protestants co-
operated with Catholics In this 
campaign from the start. It 
was Mr. Vic Stout, a Protes-
tant, as Secretary of the Mel-
the flrst approach to Mr. 
Santamarla, then Rural Move-
ment Secretary, for his assis-
tance to rally support In the 
Trade Unions. 
The need for methods to be 
undercover to succeed against 
the Communists was graphi-
cally described by Senator Mc-
Manus, and confirmed by 
Senator McKenna, in the 
Senate on 14th May (Han-
sard, pages 1446/52). 
Here, my point Is that these 
methods were not undercover 
from Protestants with union 
afailatlons, who could and 
would help. 
View to promote 
discussion 
They were of necessity un-
dercover from all who could 
not help, including many fel-
low Catholics, who were not in 
Trade Unions. 
My objective has been, not 
to arrest discussion on "Catho-
lic Action and Politics" but to 
promote it, firm In the belief 
that clarification of Ideas on 
this subject is essential to en-
able co-operative effort to 
proceed which is vital for 
Australia's survival as a free 
nation. 
HAVE YOU CONSIDERED AN 
ICIANZ OVERSEAS INDUSTRIAL 
SCHOLARSHIP? 
Imperial Chemical Industries of Australia & New Zealand Ltd. 
offers a limited number of Overseas Industrial Scholarships which 
are open to graduates in Science, Agricultural Science, Chemical, 
Mechanical, Electrical and Civil Engineering. The Scholarships provide 
for two years overseas industrial experience in Great Britain in the 
research and/or manufacturing establishments of ICI. Fares and 
travelling expenses to and from Great Britain are paid and salaries are 
according to ICI scales. 
Details may be obtahied from Universily Appointment Boards or 
Registrars. But make sure your application is fonvarded to Personnel 
Department, ICI House, 1 Nicholson Street, Melbourne, C.2, before 
October SOth, 1959. 
IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES OF AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND LTD. 
ICI.(T)» 
